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This thesis focuses on two issues preventing software reviews from providing the ex

pected effect. The first issue is low review quality, which results in that software re

view materials include overlooked defects. The second issue is context-dependent def

ects, which could not be considered as defects and turn out to be defects in the sub

sequent software development activities. 

For the first issue, this thesis proposes a metric, the number of questions and di

scussions, which identifies concerns in software reviews. First, I defined an effective

 question, which identifies concerns. Then, I defined detailed software review process

es (identifying, sharing, and recording processes), which capture how concerns identif

ied by effective questions were shared and defects were documented. I conducted a 

case study with 25 projects in industry to investigate the impact of the number of e

ffective questions, which identified concerns, on the number of detected defects in s

ubsequent testing. The results of a multiple regression analysis showed that the num

ber of effective questions predicted the number of defects in subsequent testing at th

e significance level of 0.05.  

For the second issue (context-dependent issue), this thesis conducted a case stud

y to investigate which type of defects could be regarded as context-dependent defect

s. Specifically, I analyzed defects that required significant correction effort in a simu

lation control software system development. The results of the case study showed th

at the defects were ambiguity defects (context-dependent defects) injected by misunde

rstandings and inconsistencies among stakeholders during interpreting requirements an

d specifying design documents. The ambiguities of the specifications are found in th

e definitions of distance, time (time zone), and calculation accuracy. These cause inc

onsistencies among the implementations and errors in the control simulation executio

n results. Based on the analysis, I propose a low-effort defect prevention approach c
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learly defining the units to avoid such ambiguities. I evaluated the approach and esti

mated the expected effort reduction in the target control simulation software system 

development. 

Additionally, this thesis proposes a software review method to detect context-dep

endent defects by generalizing the ambiguity defects identified in the simulation cont

rol software system case study. The proposed method can help reviewers detect omis

sions or ambiguities in requirements caused by design context. Some software requir

ements are omitted or ambiguous depending on the design context, although these re

quirements would not necessarily be regarded as omitted or ambiguous when viewed

 as requirements alone. The design context sometimes causes inconsistencies among i

mplementations that realize the same requirement. The proposed method defines goal-

oriented check items for design review using a goal tree obtained by goal-oriented r

equirements analysis. Reviewers use the goal-oriented check items to detect inconsist

ent implementations that realize the same requirement. This thesis also evaluates the 

proposed method through a case study. The results of the case study showed that th

e proposed method defined five goal-oriented check items and that reviewers detecte

d 24 context-dependent defects with goal-oriented check items. The results also show

ed that the sum of the estimated additional effort to define goal-oriented check items

 and perform design reviews with goal-oriented check items was 19.6 person-hours. 

Furthermore, the results showed that an engineer with general skills and knowledge 

of software development but without system-specific skills and knowledge could defi

ne a goal tree and the corresponding goal-oriented check items. 

 

 


